REGIONAL ARTISANAL TUNA DATA COLLECTION PROGRAMME
• In this presentation we will take a closer look at the data
collection components.
• The data collection programme is linked to the tuf-art database.
• In most cases you cannot use the tuf-art database unless you use
the proposed data collection programme.
• At this stage we are not suggesting that you have to use this data
collection programme.
• A step by step explanation of each form and each data field is
available in the “Regional Artisanal Tuna Data Collection Manual”
(see CD for a draft copy, a final copy will be available very soon).
• You may use this presentation to inform or train others.
• We will look at how much data is required in a later session.
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OVERVIEW OF THE DATA COLLECTION PROGRAMME
•
•
•
•

The catch and effort data is collected through interview.
The level of monitoring is high compared to other programmes.
This can make the programme costly to implement.
However, the outputs are good, reliable catch and effort data
that can be used to answer a variety of questions.
• Asking fishers to record and submit the information is not
encouraged. This follows the advice of the Workshop on Pacific
Island Inshore Resource, 1988 and various national workshops.
• Where fisher recording is in place, we suggest close supervision
of data submission is implemented.
• Fishers have time to fill out data during the trip…
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OVERVIEW OF THE DATA COLLECTION PROGRAMME
• The programme collects the information at the end of the
fishing trip.
• Information is not collected after the end of the trip (point of
sale etc).
• A fishing trip is defined as “From the point of a full or partial
unloading to the next point of a full or partial unloading”. This
definition may be helpful if questions arise with data
collection.
• Once you have considered this programme, any decisions on
how it will be implemented should be documented in a
National Sampling Design Document (see later presentation)
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•

•
•

•
•

THE FORMS
The programme uses regionally recognised data forms
that are sanctioned for use in PICTs through the FFC.
They are known as the SPC/FFA data collection forms.
These tuna forms are reviewed generally every two years
at a ‘DCC’ meeting. The forms we show here are
advanced drafts/new form. They will be formalised in
Feb/March and distributed shortly afterwards.
Please note they often come from you!
Advantages of using regional standard form
o Allows for easier comparison between fishing areas.
Countries /Fishers may benefit from this.
o Works with tuf-art database.
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We already have our own national forms, can we use
them?
• Yes, however if you want to use the tuf-art database you
will need to make sure that the data fields are compatible.
You will only be able to enter data fields that are
compatible with the regional forms. We do not have the
resources to support 15 different national forms or
different versions of tuf-art. If you go with a national
form, you may loose out during future form changes.
Can we get translated copies of the forms to supply
to fishers?
• Generally no. Experience has shown that translations of
forms can cause data errors. Providing a translated
reference copy can help.
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THE FIVE COMPONENTS
1. FAD deployment – A register of all FADs deployed.
2. Vessel id – A register of all small-scale vessels in country,
their location and typical target species, fishing pattern.
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3. Vessel activity – counts boats returning from a fishing trip,
by vessel category, at random landing sites over random
days.

THE FIVE COMPONENTS COND
4. Catch and effort logsheets – general trip info (departure
and return time), economic data (costs) and catch/effort
by fishing event, including fishing method, location,
number of lines, catch by species (individuals and total
weight).
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5. Sampling form – collects length frequencies.

THE FORMS ARE LINKED
Certain data fields establish a link between forms, it is important that
these variables are recorded consistently across the forms.
Setting up reference tables will help with this (later presentation).
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THE FAD Deployment Form is linked to the CATCH LOGSHEET through the
the “FAD Name and Number” and the “Fishing Area” data fields.
The Vessel ID Form is linked to the CATCH LOGSHEET through the “Vessel
Name” data field.
The Fishing Activity Form is linked to the CATCH LOGSHEET through the
“Landing Site” data field.
The Sampling Form is linked to the CATCH LOGSHEET though the top four
data fields (landing site, name of vessel, date and time of departure).
The fishing event number must also be linked.

VESSEL IDENTIFICATION FORM
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FAD DEPLOYMENT REGISTRY FORM – Notes
Purpose of this form
Aims to record all details of each and every FAD that is deployed in a country and
territory and link the FAD name to the fishing area on the catch and effort
logsheet.
When linked to catch and effort data, FAD variables (such as depth, location,
structure) can help to optimise FAD programs, including:
• Increasing FAD longevity
• Improving FAD effectiveness by optimising FAD designs / locations
• Minimising cost of FAD programs
Coverage of this form
• One form should be completed for each and every FAD that is deployed.
• Note that, with exception of the ‘estimated date lost’ field and the ‘FAD
maintenance schedule, activity and cost’ this form can be completed in
entirety upon deployment of a FAD – it does not require onerous ongoing
completion.
• All maintenance activities and costs should be recorded as they occur for every
FAD.
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FAD DEPLOYMENT REGISTRY – Notes

Things to look out for with this form

• The form should be completed for every FAD that is deployed
• ? Update national sampling design with new FAD name & location ?
• The form must be updated when:
• A FAD is lost – complete estimated date that FAD was lost field;
and
• During maintenance activities.
• When a new FAD replaces a lost FAD, a new form should be completed
and the FAD given a new unique name (e.g., if ‘Pele FAD’ is replaces,
then it could be called ‘Pele FAD 2’), which will facilitate maintaining a
track record of FAD replacements.
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VESSEL IDENTIFICATION FORM - Notes
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VESSEL REGISTRATION FORM – Notes
Purpose of this form
Aims to ‘register’ or ‘identify’ all active vessels that are targeting tuna and other
pelagic fish. This is a WCPFC requirement/request (?), but also:
• Allows for fleet profiling;
• Allows for establishment of a catch and effort baseline; and
• Allows fisheries management to establish what sea safety equipment is owned.
Coverage of this form
• 100% of ‘active’ vessels should be covered each and every year. Note that
‘active’ refers to a vessel that undertakes 1 or more fishing trips per annum.
• Ideally, vessel registration should occur on an annual basis, with ongoing
collection registration of new vessels to the fleet. The annual vessel
registration allows fisheries management to capture any decommissioned
boats throughout the year and also any new entrants to the fleet – it maintains
an up-to-date database of active fishing vessels.
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VESSEL REGISTRATION FORM
Notes
Alternatives to this form.

1. Pre-established vessel registration forms
Where a country or territory has pre-established vessel registration processes.
2. Pre-established licensing arrangements
When a country or territory has pre-established licensing arrangements that
capture vessel name
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Things to look out for with this form
• The ‘vessel name’ on the vessel registration form links to the ‘vessel name’ on
the catch and effort logsheet, so it must be unique. For example, ‘John’s boat’
wouldn’t be appropriate as there is risk that another person would name their
boat as ‘John’s boat’ and then the catch and effort data would be linked to one
vessel, rather than two.
• The ‘unique vessel name’ must be pre-agreed and documented in the national
sampling design to facilitate data management and reporting.

FISHING ACTIVITY FORM
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FISHING ACTIVITY FORM – Notes
Purpose of this form
Aims to record a visual count of the total number of fishing trips carried out
during a day. (Night fishing -flying fish- can also be captured if required.)
Coverage of this form
• Should be implemented in a manner so that the maximum number of fishing
trips will be counted.
• Form works best when vessels are launched from trailers and only a count of
these trailers is required. Visual count also works well if the vessels return
though one channel at the same time, or onto a small beach. In some cases
(large beach area, dispersed return times) it can be difficult to complete this
form.
• Data Collector goes to the recognised landing site (boat ramp/section of the
beach) at the optimal time for returning boats. This time might change from
day to day (if tidal influence).
• Data collector asked to record the times they did the boat count, as an
indication of whether their effort is consistent.
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FISHING ACTIVITY FORM
Notes
Alternatives to this form.

1. Fishing Calendar
(see the example)
Fishers asked to mark a calendar to show how many trips they have done during
the day. The calendar can be printed on waterproof paper – to be kept on the
boat, or with a magnetic – to be kept on the fridge…
2. Phone enquires
For some fleets the best solution is just to phone all vessel owners every day,
every 3 days or at the end the day to ask how many trips they did that week.
3. Boat Count
In Samoa a weekly boat count has been operating for a number of years, and this
can replace the fishing activity form.
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Fishing activity collected this way will need to be manipulated before entry into
tuf-art.

FISHING ACTIVITY FORM – Notes

Things to look out for with this form

• It is the primary form, don’t overlook it, or over-focus on logsheet
collection.
• High coverage for this form is suggested.
• Consider how this data can be collected at the weekends. Saturdays
can be the most important fishing day.
• It is important that the forms collects change in fishing activity i.e
weekends, increase in fishing before pay fortnight, festivals.
• Decide on whatever coverage level possible with the present resources,
document it and stick with it until the programme is reviewed.
• If no survey was carried out this must be marked on the form.
• The form is recorded by landing site.
• A list of landing sites must be defined and compiled before the
sampling programmes starts.
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Vessel Logsheets
Notes
Coverage of this form
Logsheet collection is not required for every single trip.
However, in some locations it is easy to get good logsheet coverage, and it should
be the aim of the prog.
It can be more of a hassle to collect this form occasionally, instead of consistently.
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Common problems with this form.
•
•
•
•

Fishers may not understand the concept of a fishing event, at least initially.
The effort data is not filled in correctly, and thus the rest of the data is ‘lost’.
The number of fish per species is estimated i.e. one esky of skipjack
The fisher is not able to separate the catch for individual fishing events
(education and persistence helps)
• The times spent in a fishing event is not recorded.
• Example : the fisher is not able to separate the catch by fishing area, FAD etc
• The vessel name is not filled in, and the data is lost.

Vessel Logsheets
Notes
Things to look out for with this form

• The new format is not as user friendly, but it collects better data.
• Some data fields require pre-defined responses which will have been
set up before the programme starts (reference tables).
• The form collects the catch and the effort for one fishing trip. A fishing
trip was previously defined.
• There may be more than one fishing event in a fishing trip.
• The weight and dollars values are done on a national level. For
instance 20 dollars in Kiribati will be assumed to be 20 Australian
dollars, but in FSM it will be assumed to be 20 US dollars (weight = is
assumed to be metric or imperial – note in national sampling design.
• Only an eye-estimate of total weight of each species is required.
(Tables converting length to weight are available)
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.

Sampling form
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ARTISANAL SAMPLING FORM

Purpose of this form
To collect biological / biometric information about the catch – lengths.
The form does not record weights, as the biometric standard for tuna is
lengths, not weights which is more common for reef species.
Request to record both have been noted.
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Coverage of this form
About 5% of trips
On a practical level that is about once a week.

ARTISANAL SAMPLING FORM

Things to look out for with this form
• Fish can only be measured with an upper jaw to fork length,
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• Except for marlin, where obviously a lower jaw measurement is better.

• Every single fish must be measured. You do not have to sample every
single boat, but once you start sampling a boat you must measure
every single fish.

ARTISANAL SAMPLING FORM

Things to look out for with this form
• Callipers are the best measuring instrument, but they are expensive,
especially when multiple landing sites are involved.
• We are slowly supplying these to artisanal tuna programme.
• In the meantime measuring boards are good alternatives and deck
tapes can be used if care is taken.
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